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Assessment of June 2020 groundwater flooding in the Hamlet of Exshaw within the municipal
district of bighorn
The Alberta Disaster Recovery Program provides financial assistance to municipalities and their
citizens who incur uninsurable losses and damages as a result of a disastrous event. These programs
are an effective way of assisting communities to recover from disasters by ensuring that the incurred
costs are shared by all Albertans and, whenever possible, by all Canadians through cost sharing
arrangements with the federal government.
The Disaster Recovery Program (DRP) is administered by the Alberta Emergency Management
Agency (AEMA). AEMA is part of Alberta Municipal Affairs. Alberta Regulation 51/94 of the Alberta
Emergency Management Act allows the Province to provide financial assistance to private and
public sector applicants through Disaster Recovery Program (DRP).
Section 1.4.1 of the “Alberta Public Sector Disaster Assistance Guidelines” states:
The Minister may approve a DRP if the Minister is satisfied the disaster caused widespread
damage to property, and the cause of the disaster was extraordinary.
Section 1.4.3 of the “Alberta Public Sector Disaster Assistance Guidelines” states that:
1.4.3 A disaster event relating to floods is considered extraordinary if it meets or exceeds the
equivalent of a 1 in 25-year precipitation level in an urban area, a 1 in 50-year precipitation level
in a rural area, or a 1:100-year stream flow6 for watercourses. The determination is made by
AEMA based on analysis of hydrological data.
The Hamlet of Exshaw is located approximately 90 km west of Calgary and 15 km east of Canmore on
Highway 1A. In June 2020 AEMA became aware of groundwater flooding within the Hamlet of
Exshaw. Expecting that the Hamlet would apply for disaster assistance, and wanting to provide a
timely reply to such a request, AEMA has requested that an assessment be carried out to provide them
with a better understanding of the event and, if possible, to determine if the event meets the
extraordinary event guidelines.
There any systematic data on the frequency and severity of groundwater flooding within the Hamlet of
Exshaw. In the absence of such information, this report provides a summary of information gathered on
the groundwater flooding to assist AEMA in determining if the event is extraordinary. The information is
based on discussions with Rob Ellis, Chief Administrative Officer for the M.D. of Bighorn, Kevin
Wilkinson, Regional Approvals Manager, Alberta Environment and Parks, various newspaper articles,
a discussion with a local resident and observations during a field inspection on Wednesday June 10,
2020.
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The Hamlet of Exshaw lies between Jura Creek and Exshaw Creek at the base of Exshaw
Mountain (Figure 1).
The Hamlet sits on top of a sand and gravel formation that overlies a groundwater aquifer.
In many previous years, groundwater intrusion into basements has occurred to the two most
easterly blocks in the Hamlet (Pigeon Mountain Drive and Mount Mcgillivary Drive [Figure 1]).
In some years, including 2020, the groundwater flows to the surface (Figure 2).
The flooding appears to be linked to rainfall and snow melt events and seems to be worse with
melting of larger snow packs and heavier rainfall events.
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In 2013 there was surface flooding within the Hamlet due to Exshaw Creek, located west of the
Hamlet, overflowing its banks. Large scale channelization on Exshaw Creek was recently
completed to mitigate surface flooding. Many affected residents feel that these works contributed
to this year’s flooding. My contacts and my observations seem to indicate these works most likely
did not contribute to this year’s groundwater intrusion.
The 2019-2020 mountain snowpack was in the upper quartile in many areas in the region (Figure
3).
The Municipal District of Bighorn has retained a hydrogeologist to look into the situation and to
address the following:
o What is causing the groundwater flooding,
o Have the flood mitigation works on Exshaw Creek contributed to this year’s groundwater
flooding, and
o What can be done to mitigate the groundwater flooding?
The consultant’s report is expected to be completed by July 15, 2020.
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Figure 1 – Location of Hamlet of Exshaw and Area with groundwater flooding. (source of map:
explor8ion https://www.explor8ion.com/2018/04/19/exshaw-mountain/).

Figure 2 – June 2020 Hamlet of Exshaw – Groundwater being pumped from basements and
surfacing. (Source: Rocky Mountain Outlook. https://www.rmotoday.com/local-news/bighorn-hireshydrogeologist-to-understand-groundwater-flooding-in-exshaw-2423076).
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Figure 3 – Little Elbow Summit 2019-2020 snowpack versus historical Snowpack. (source: AEP,
Alberta River Basins website. https://rivers.alberta.ca/ ).
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